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Alexander Morrison's March

A musical friend with a fine tenor voice. The golden days of Scottish variety theatre were in mind when I wrote this one.

Alla marcia
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Lament For Jack Miller

Memories of our friend, neighbour and blacksmith.

Gordon Pattullo
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The Lively Pup

Our golden labrador in her early days. The rhythm depicts her running around in different directions.

Uncle Dave's Jig

For my father's brother.
Alan Pattullo’s Reel

My younger son.

The Local Blacksmith

For Tam Miller, son of the aforementioned Jack Miller. (See page 5.)
Bonnie Strathmore

The beautiful view from my home in the Sidlaw Hills.

1st Acc.
Torrance's Teaser

For radio and Beechgrove Garden television presenter Bill Torrance.
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Memories Of Will Starr

My hero and master of the button keyed accordion.

INTRO  Presto

G7 7 1  G7 7 1  Dm7/G7 1  G  F  E  D

C  C7/E  F  D7/F#  G7  G7/B  Cdim  G7

C  C7/E  F  D7/F#  G7  G7/B  C  G  C 7  C  G  C 7

D7  D7/F#  G  G/D  D7/A  G  D  G 7  G  F  E  D

D7/A  D7/E  G  G/D  D7/A  D7  G  D  G 7  G  F  E  D

C  C7/E  F  D7/F#  G7  G7/B  C  G  C 7  C  G  C 7

D7  D7/A  G  G/D  G  G  F#  E

D7  D7/A  G  G/D  G  G  F#  E

D7  D7/A  G  G/D  G  G  F#  E

D7  D7/A  D  D  E  F#  G  D  B  G  D  G 7  G  D  G 7

C  C7/E  F  D7/F#  G  G7/B  Cdim  G7
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The Laggan Stockman

For Richard Thomson, a renowned cattleman.

Gordon Patullo
Dave Ford's Jig
A family friend. (See "The Furrows End").

Ken & Laura MacIver's Wedding March
A tune commissioned for this happy occasion in Skye.
Reel

The Legacy

A gift from an aunt.
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Dave Cochrane's Two-Step

A fine 5-row accordion player who lived in Coupar Angus.

March

Torbeag

My wife's sister and her husband live in this house near Fort William.
Mr & Mrs Roy McLean

Good friends who once farmed at Balbrogie, Coupar Angus.
Written in memory of Dave Ford - a great lover of music.
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Fraser Pattullo's Jig

The eldest of my family.

Arthur Walker's Jig

I met Arthur through the Vintage Tractor Club. He also supports many of the dances I play at.

The McLeans Of Keillor

For John and Ruth. I went to school with Ruth and John was best man at my wedding.
George Darling’s Jig

Written as a birthday present for drummer George Darling.

Granny Findlay

My wife’s grandmother.
Fred McNicol's March

A country lad with a love for Scottish music.
Swedish Masquerade (Alternative)

The Masquerade March

Self explanatory.

Snowy Owl Waltz

Once my wife’s rank as a Brownie Guider.

Rosco’s Reel

Dad and Mum’s Jack Russell terrier.

Repeat as often as necessary to complete the dance formation.
Golden Memories

Written as a tribute to the golden names of Scottish music sadly no longer with us.

1st Acc.

2nd Acc.

1st Acc.

2nd Acc.

1st Acc.

2nd Acc.

1st Acc.

2nd Acc.

1st Acc.

2nd Acc.
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The Fields Of Home

Gordon Pattullo

Reel

The land around Tullybaccart, Perthshire.

Pat O’Brien

Gordon Pattullo

Reel

In memory of my accountant of several years.
The Factor’s Breeks

Fancy trousers worn by a gentleman called Gordon Hogg at a night out. He was accused of stealing the factor’s breeks!

Jock Gudmundsson’s Farewell To The Auctioneers

Jock, a retired farmer, asked me for a tune with this title for reasons best known to himself!
The Ken Hopkins' Collection

Ken is from Northern Ireland and has the biggest and rarest collection of accordions that I have ever seen.
June McLaren's Polka

For my wife before we married.

Gordon Pattullo
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Silver Roses

For Eddie and Margaret Rose of Pitlochry on the occasion of their silver wedding.
Optional variation for 1st part (2nd time through).

Optional variation for TRIO (Play on repeat).
Victoria's Waltz

Written with my Victoria accordion in mind.
Mr & Mrs Robert Henderson Of Cullivoe

Friends from the island of Yell, Shetland.

Peter Bruce

A great accordionist from Scone.
The Bonnie Summer Nights

Summer was one of the themes of a show I worked on in Edinburgh.

Sandy Todd’s Half Century

A tune requested for a 50th birthday present.

Jim Muir's Reel

For my good friend and accomplished pianist. A present for a special birthday.
The Nortel Jig

A leisure centre in Coupar Angus opened by brothers Norman and Telford Bannerman - hence the name.

The Falcon

For a bird I used to know!!
Gary Peterson’s Reel

An exquisite banjo player from Shetland.

Chapelhill Ben

The champion stallion of fiddle player Willie Simpson.
Salute To Angus Fitchet

A prolific composer and an excellent musician. This is my tribute to Angus with whom I spent many happy times in the Andy Stewart shows.